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DS311

DOLPHIN INFORM PANEL MOUNTED 90° SOAP DISPENSER

› Touch free wall mounted infrared soap dispenser
› Comes as standard with 150mm projection, other lengths are available on request
› High quality 316 stainless steel construction
› Available in liquid (.L) and foam (.F) soap versions
› Available in Brushed and mirror polished stainless steel, PVD, Ceramic coating in all colours, and
Powder coated in any RAL colour.
› Soap Reservoir options include – 1,2 or 5 ltr bottle, multifeed systems (BC1900 or cartridge
systems) or DS800 or DS810 cartridge systems
› Designed to be paired with DS111 tap
› SMART enabled to allow for better control of your washroom (when bought with a bluetooth
adaptor)
› Can be bought with a hard wired or plug in transformer
› Designed as a plug and play system for most common installations – but in special cases, soap
delivery time, pump speed, and sensor distance setting can be changed via dolphin app when
bluetooth adaptor is installed
› Effective maximum length of soap tube and cable is 1.8m
› 19mm mounting hole in splashback required
› WELL compliant if you take out bottle and clean or replace every time before refilling - or you
can also use a cartridge system to achieve this
› Default liquid soap dose of approx. 1ml
› 5 year warranty
› Doc M compliant
› Typical power consumption 0.5A per activation
› Supplied with 1A power supply
› Working parts are all housed inside the body – saving space in the wall cavity, and ease of
maintenance

PROJECTION 150MM

BODY DIAMETER 22MM

ROSETTE DIAMETER 44MM

PRODUCT CODES

DS312.F - Panel mounted SMART foam soap
dispenser, StrataPlate version
DS311.F - Panel mounted SMART foam soap
dispenser
DS312.L - Panel mounted SMART liquid soap
dispenser, StrataPlate version
DS311.L - Panel mounted SMART liquid soap
dispenser


